Abstract-We describe algorithms to build self-assembling robot systems composed of active modular robots and passive bars. The distributed algorithms are based on locally optimal matching. We demonstrate how to build an active structure by the cooperative aggregation and disassembly of modular robotic manipulators. A target structure is modeled as a dynamic graph. We prove that the same optimality -quadratic competitive ratio -as for the static graph can be achieved for the algorithms. We demonstrate how this algorithm can be used to build truss-like structures.
I. INTRODUCTION
We wish to develop modular robots capable of construction tasks that integrate robotic elements and raw materials from the environment to create dynamic and controllable complex objects. In our previous work [1] , [2] we describe a mechanism and supporting algorithm for the self-assembly of linkages that alternate 3 DOF robot modules called Shady3D with rigid bars. The resulting assemblies are controllable using distributed inverse kinematics protocols to achieve pick and place tasks. In this paper we extend the algorithm for self-assembling linkages in [2] to the self-assembly of arbitrary truss structures consisting of rigid bars and Shady3D-like robots with 3 rotational DOFs that are capable of grasping the bars on both ends. We assume a cache of robots and a cache of rigid bars. The robots know the goal shape but they do not know about each other. They are only capable of detecting each other and communicating locally, when they are in close proximity of each other. We show that this problem can be reduced to a distributed matching problem and analyze how sensing and communication can be used to guarantee that the robots construct the goal structure in an optimal number of steps. We then describe an implementation of this algorithm in simulation. Discussing its performance with a physical system will be considered in future.
The robot abstraction used by this algorithm is modeled on the Shady3D robot [1] . We assume that the robot looks like a rigid bar. The robot has grippers at both ends and is capable of grasping both rigid bars and robot units. The grippers can rotate. An additional rotational degree of freedom in the middle of the robot allows it to twist. This type of robot uses its grippers as feet to move in a truss-like environment. The truss provides the grounding support for each robot and for the truss-like assemblies the robots can create by grasping rigid bars. Thus, the scope of this work is restricted to truss construction in truss-like environments. Applications range from self-assembling scaffolds for construction to underwater bridges and space structures.
A. Related work
The robot arms we propose are closely related to truss climbing robots such as Staritz et al's "Skyworker" [3] , Amano et al's handrail-gripping robot for firefighting [4] , Ripin et al's pole climbing robot [5] , Nechba, Xu, Brown et al's "mobile space manipulator SM2" [6] , Kotay and Rus' "Inchworm" [7] , and Almonacid et al's parallel mechanism for climbing on pipe-like structures [8] and our own Shady2D and Shady3D modules [1] . Also, we draw from an extensive body of literature on distributed motion planning [9] , [10] and graph algorithms for matching [11] and flow [12] .
B. Outline
This paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the capabilities of Shady3D, the robot module we use in this work. Section III presents a goal of this work and formulates the problem. Distributed algorithms to build an active structure is described in Section IV. The optimality of the proposed algorithms is analyzed in Section V. The algorithms are implemented to build a robot hand-style structure in Section VI.
II. EXPERIMENTAL INFRASTRUCTURE: SHADY3D AND
RIGID BARS WITH LEDS In this work, we use Shady3D [13] as an active module and a bar with embedded IR LEDs as a passive one. The algorithms presented here depend on the abstract capabilities of Shady3D and can be instantiated on any other robot module with similar capabilities. We introduce the hardware and show how it self-assembles a tower A. Shady3D and passive bar Shady3D was originally designed with the goal of climbing 3-dimensional trusses as a first step toward tree-climbing robots. It has three joints for 3-D motion and two grippers on each side as shown in Figure 1(a) . By connecting two Shady3Ds with a truss element as a medium of connection as in Figure 1(b) , we can generate a 6DOF linkage. A passive
• The goal structure is feasible; given starting locations, there exist a sequence to build it. The second assumption can be realized when passive bars are supplied at specific locations around roots by other robots or machine. For more general case, we will consider that bars are supplied at any position, as future work. Local commnuincation is a reasonable assumption since widerange communication may spend large amount of energy which is not allowed for a modular robot with a limited power source.
IV. DISTRIBUTED ALGORITHM TO BUILD AN ACTIVE STRUCTURE BY LOCALLY OPTIMAL MATCHING
In this section we propose algorithms for the distributed placement of k robots to build an active structure using distributed locally optimal matching. Our problem can be defined as finding a matching between R and T , where T can include non-truss nodes.
Each robot runs local algorithms for single robot's locomotion as well as self assembly and disassembly of multi robots. In particular, we focus on how to resolve collisions between robots, because they lead to co-operative reconfigurations and self-assembly.
Each robot's state includes the following data:
• ID: identification number it has learned by the collisions only with settled-down robots.
• Root-sided robot and Leaf-sided list: a list of which robots are connected to me and how they are connected. There is only one root-sided robot.
• Multi Job: a task for a root robot to do When a robot is in Multi mode in a tree, a root robot of the tree has a role of a local brain to communicate with other robots in the tree and decide what the tree should do.
A. Algorithm overview Figure 5 shows an expected sequence of building two trees (e.g. columns of a bridge). Each tree is composed of two robots and a passive bar. The following steps are required computationally to carry out this distributed assembly.
• Locate a robot on a truss by locomotion • Add a unit to a tree • Cut a unit from a tree • Control trees to do above tasks The following sections detail the phases of the algorithm.
B. Deployment
Algorithm1 shows the main control loop. After initialization, each robot executes the distributed deployment algorithm (Algorithm 2 or 3) according to its mode, unless the robot is communicating. Otherwise, it handles messages from the communicating robot. Afterward, it updates its mode and position based on its state. Wait for Communication in a fixed time 11: end loop Algorithms 2 and 3 are the procedures that enable a given robot with a target construction tree to move, detect collisions and handle them. The first algorithm checks if this robot has arrived at its desired target. If so, it sets Status=Settled, and stops. Otherwise, the robot checks for collisions by communication. If the next node is empty, it takes a step and updates the resources. In case of a collision the robot calls the collision handler (Algorithm 4).
For multi-mode robots, only the root robot checks a given job and executes it. Currently, we have only one case for cutting a leaf of the tree, but other behaviors can be added (e.g. locomotion of a tree).
C. Handling Collisions
The collision handler (Algorithm 4) starts with trying communication to a blocking robot, ID of which is noted as cID. SEND(ID, message) is a command to transmit the message to a robot that has the ID. This command works only with neighborhood robots. If the collided robot allows communication by sending the message, the handler calls the detailed collision handler. After the detailed handler ends, the algorithm finishes communication by sending the message ENDCOMM, if the robot is still communicating.
Algorithm 5 is the detailed handler. We have found out that the algorithm for Single mode (developed in [15] ,) can be applied for a tree by considering a leaf of the tree as a Single mode robot. There are some special cases only for Multi mode such as adding and cutting a leaf, which will be explained in Section IV-D.
1) Crossing path: When the paths of a robot and the blocking robot cross each other, the two robots exchange their destinations by exchanging some of their state. When the colliding one is a tree, the same rules apply for its leaf to cut. Communicate with adjacent robots 9: if Next node empty then Move to the next node 12: Update my Location 13: Swap the anchor 14: Clear my Pushing list 15 cut the leaf (Algorithm 10) 4: end switch 2) Breaking a Deadlock: A deadlock is a status in which some robots can not move even though their paths do not cross. In this case, the robot with lowest ID forces the blocking robot to execute Exchanging the robots until a robot in the list does not block it anymore. The details are in [15] .
3) Finding a new target: How to select a new target when a target node of a colliding robot is in the collided robot's tree is important for optimal matching. To solve this conflict, if Communicating = true then if my path crosses cID's tree then 12: SEND(cID,'CUTLEAF') 13: Exchange(my leaf, cID's leaf) 14: else if my path goes over cID then 15: Add me to cID's tree (Algorithm 9) my target ← a new local optimum (Algorithm 6) 21: end if the blocked robot finds another target node, computes a new path to it, and follows the path as it has done. The new target is a node in the optimal set of the target nodes matched with the initial nodes of the blocked robot and the match lists of both robots (or trees).
Algorithm 6 describes the locally optimal matching. When robot p has found that robot q occupied its target, they merge their match list {R q , T q } and {R p , T p }. Using the merged match list and its starting node, it calculates the next target which is incident on the locally optimal matching M p+q . When a robot collides with a settled tree, a leaf of the tree should move instead of the root, and the tree should execute adding and cutting the leaf. We have seen a sequence of handling collision between a robot and a tree in Figure 5 . When the target of a robot is on the next empty nodes of the tree( Figure 5(b) ,) line 14 of Algorithm 5 is called to add the robot to the tree. The robot is added to the tree, connected by the red passive bar ( Figure 5(c) ). When the path of a robot is crossing the tree ( Figure 5(d) ). The robot requests to cut a leaf from the tree according to line 11 of Algorithm 5, and it exchanges its identity with the leaf. At the next turn of the main control loop, it has the target of the leaf, while the leaf is being cut (Figure 5(e) ).
Algorithm 6 Find Locally Optimal Matching
To implement these behaviors, communication along a tree is required. We call it SENDTREE as in Algorithm 7, where a simple depth-first search algorithm is used with the state of leaf-sided robot list and root-sided robot. A robot in the tree propagates a received message from its root-sided robot to leaf-sided ones, waits for the answer of the leaf-sided, and finish communication with the root-sided. SENDTREE(received message) 3: do my job 4: WAIT('DONE') 5: end for 6: SEND(root-sided robot, 'ENDCOMM') 1) Add a leaf: When a tree adds a leaf, the robot uses Algorithm 8, while the new leaf works with Algorithm 9 in parallel. When the new leaf sends the message 'ADDLEAF', the root checks if a bar is connected to the new leaf's target node. If the bar does not exist, the tree makes a path to a new bar by inverse kinematics. The path consists of new locations of the nodes in the tree, from the root to a side of the bar. The root robot sends the path to the others in the tree, and robots that are on the path move with the given locations. The root commands to grasp the bar, and calculates another path to the anchor node of the new leaf. Afterward, the root sends the corresponding locations to the new leaf, while the tree moves with the new path. They exchange some messages to synchronize grasping and releasing, and end communication. Note that communication finishes before the addition is completed. Otherwise the leaf may move far away from the communication range. Finally, the tree returns to its original locations and updates the match list and the graph. Move my tree (SENDTREE) 6: Grasp the bar (SENDTREE) 7 2) Cut a leaf: Adding a leaf happens between colliding robots. Cutting a leaf is a procedure between robots in a tree, and is designed as an independent process. Cutting a leaf is called when a root robot has state MultiJob=CUTLEAF (Algorithm 3), which is triggered by the colliding robot (Algorithm 5). Algorithm 10 shows how cutting a leaf is implemented at the root. The root begins to cut a leaf as it finds a next node on a truss where the leaf should be located. If the node is empty, the root gets a path to it by inverse kinematics, reconfigures the tree, grasps the node, and release the leaf from the tree. Otherwise the collision handler is called.
V. ANALYSIS
In this section, we briefly review the previous analysis of the optimality for distributed matching [15] ; the distributed Get path to the next node 5: Move my tree (SENDTREE) 6: Grasp the next node (SENDTREE) 7: Cut leaf from tree and update map (SENDTREE) 8: Return to original locations (SENDTREE) 9: Multi Job = false 10: else 11: Collision handler 12: end if algorithm was shown to have O(k 2 ) asymptotic competitive ratio to the global optimum, wheares a greeday algorithm which seeks the nearest next target has an exponential competitive ratio. We prove that the same bound still holds for our dynamic graph.
A. Optimality of the distributed matching for a static graph
In [15] , our analysis used several results on minimal weight partial matching from [11] . The minimal weight partial matching M i which is the set of edges that form the minimal weight partial perfect matching between the subset {r 1 , r 2 , ..., r i } and subset of T with a minimal number of edges in M i − M i−1 . Let T i be the subset of T consisting of vertices of T which are incident on M.
Lemma 1: The cost of the M i s form a monotonically nondecreasing sequence.
Lemma 2: For each i, the set difference T i − T i−1 contains exactly one vertex. Proofs of Lemma 1-2 are given in [11] . We extended the partial optimal matching results to our algorithm.
Lemma 3: The initial node and target node matched by a settled down robot stays fixed.
Lemma 4: A merged matching list from the lists of two robots has the exactly same number of initial nodes and target nodes.
Lemma 5: The distributed deployment algorithm has O(k 2 ) asymptotical competitive ratio. Proofs of Lemma 3-5 are given in [15] .
B. Optimality for the dynamic graph
The key idea for proving the competitive ratio of the distributed matching for dynamic graphs is that a non-truss node should have its root on the truss. This implies that there must exist a closer root node from a robot than any non-truss nodes.
Lemma 6: The locally optimal matching only includes connected target nodes in a given dynamic graph. i.e. it never has target nodes that do not have any activated edges.
Proof: We use induction. When a robot starts, the proof is trivial. Suppose the lemma holds for k − 1 robots and it finds a new target t k , not connected in its graph, with the locally optimal matching M k . Let us say r k is matched to t k in M k . Note that we can always find a connected target nodet k , in a tree that includes t k , which are closer to a truss than t k , because t k should be connected to a truss by a tree witht k . Now we have the better matchingM k by coupling r k tot k with maintaining the other matching in M k . It is contradiction. Therefore the lemma holds for k robots. Lemma 7: The distributed matching algorithm for our dynamic graph has the same competitive ratio O(k 2 ) as that for a static graph.
Proof: By Lemma 6, the locally optimal matching will find a new target that should be connected in the given graph, no matter the algorithm uses a fully connected graph or the given one. Therefore, the algorithm has the same competitive ratio as that uses a static graph as in [15] .
VI. IMPLEMENTATION
We have implemented the distributed placement algorithm to build an active structure in Java. We simulated each robot as an independent process (thread) to ensure parallelism. Figure 6 shows snapshots of building a hand on Hstructured trusses. 18 robots are deployed and passive bars are around the root nodes. Yellow and green circles denote each gripper of a robot, and pink bars are passive bar. Small red circles are target nodes which compose five trees. Robots start from side trusses and gather into the center as they perform successive add-leaf and cut-leaf operations. For a better view, passive bars appear only when they are grasped. 13 bars are used to connect the robots. Figure 7 is implementation of building a tower we suggested in II-B. The tower consists of four trees, each of which has 3 robots and 2 bars. Note that the implementation of the tower in II-B was done by a central controller that knows the exact sequence of motions generated by hands.
The brief statistical summary of the simulations is in Table I . Collision among trees is ignored, and will be considered in our future work.
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper describes a unified approach to implement building an active structure by self-assembly using a dynamic graph and distributed matching. We developed this work in the context of a modular mobile manipulator Shady3D. The algorithm works in a distributed way so that robots depend on only local information. A target structure is modeled as a dynamic graph with edges that are not activated until one of the incident nodes is occupied by a robot. The robots discover their locations in the structure incrementally through collisions, and update their graph. Self-assembly of the robots makes a tree with robots and bars, and a root of the tree becomes a local brain to control the leaves with the node-based inverse kinematics. Adding and cutting a leaf are implemented by communication between a robot to be added or cut and the root of the tree. The robots build the structure in a locally optimal way, and we have proved that the same competitive ratio for a static graph holds for our dynamic graph. We implement the proposed algorithms in building a robot hand with five fingers by 18 robots and 13 bars.
Much work to be done remains such as implementation on hardwares, collision avoidance and robust communication protocols.
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